at work
Schindler Aufzüge

« Speed in our
kitchen is the top
priority. Thanks to
ELRO appliances,
we can handle
the short, but very
intense service
time at noon
masterfully.

»

Giachen Caduff
Head of Restaurant Personnel
Schindler Aufzüge AG

Personnel Restaurant Schindler Aufzüge, Ebikon, Switzerland
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Activities at Schindler Aufzüge AG can be almost exclusively assigned to
the topic «going up»: Schindler is the second largest manufacturer of
elevator equipment worldwide, and number one in the area of escalators.
Schindler also impresses with other numbers: Around 1,800 employees work at
the headquarters in Ebikon (CH). And: In the brief hour and fifteen-minute noon
rush, the employee restaurant serves 700 to 800 meals in daily variations and in
the best quality.
In view of the short, but very intense daily peaks, process optimization and
increased efficiency were at the top of the list in planning the renovation of the
kitchen operations at Schindler. Keeping a watchful eye on savings in energy
consumption was also important.
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During equipment evaluation, it soon became obvious that thanks to the
flexibility of the ELRO Series 2300 appliances in comparison with the previous
equipment, a significant decrease in the number of appliances required could
be attained. In turn, a considerable reduction in space requirements, building
technology services and the overall operation costs also resulted. The appliance
configuration, which includes a pressure bratt pan, a flexi-pan, two tilting
cookers and a Sirius range, fulfils Schindler’s high kitchen standards in every
respect.
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Giachen Caduff summarizes his experience with ELRO, «Thanks to ELRO appliances, we were able to significantly optimize our internal processes and clearly
increase efficiency because the appliances are so easy to clean.»
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